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rofessional Firefighters deserve and demand the best – the best equipment, the
best training, the best information, and the best support. Why settle for less when
it comes to Fire Reporting software? ADSi DataForce Web Enabled Fire Records
software is the professional solution you’re looking for, with the quality, functionality,
and flexibility you expect and deserve.

Fire Incident Reporting (NFIRS Compliant)
Fire incident reporting is fast and accurate with reportable data automatically populated from
relevant CAD fields. Complete error checking system ensures accuracy and ADSi’s continual
development process ensures that the latest NFIRS requirements are met.

Address Management & Fire Inspections
ADSi’s Address Management module effectively manages information about individual locations
or properties identified by addresses or building numbers. Each address record maintains detailed
information regarding special alerts, persons associated with the property, code enforcement
inspections with violation and correction tracking, permits, pre-emergency plans, and on-site
hazardous materials, and manages the scheduling of future inspections. Attach digital files of any
kind (photos, videos, audio, etc.) to create an all-inclusive record, and a complete “record history”
feature ensures record integrity as well as chronological or historical fact-checking.

Hydrant
Management
Each hydrant record contains detailed
information about hydrant specifications,
hydrant location, flow tests, inspections,
maintenance,

status,

and

closest

alternative in-service hydrants (using GPS
coordinates). The system facilitates the
scheduling of future inspections or tests.
Digital files are easily attached to allow for
photographic, video, and/or audio records
relating to each hydrant.

Personnel Training
ADSi’s Personnel Training module combines individual and
group training records with user defined curriculum tables to
track individual progress toward training goals or certifications.
Scheduling features enhance the individual tracking mechanism by
identifying upcoming training events that will satisfy requirements.
Individuals can be assigned to multiple training groups defined
by duty assignment or technical skill disciplines. This flexibility
functions in concert with curriculum tables to effectively track
progress for initial certification attainment or recertification in the
various fire service specialties. Additionally, the module effectively
handles continuing training, special training events, and regulation
mandated training tracking attendance and competency. Attachment
of digital files of any kind permits an all-inclusive record.

Apparatus & Equipment
Maintenance
Easily track inventory, inspections/tests, and routine maintenance
procedures. Compartment-by-compartment inventories for each
apparatus, quick verification of the assigned location for a specific
item, scheduling future inspections or tests, and easy attachment
of digital files help streamline asset control.

Duty Roster
ADSi’s Duty Roster module was modeled after traditional
company logs listing company members, in-service apparatus,
and reserve apparatus. System wide integration automatically
inserts the names of participants into events or activities. Duty
changes are easily made and a complete module log is maintained
for historical accuracy.

Personnel
ADSi’s Personnel module functions as a secure central repository for
personnel information including: base information, assignments,
skills, assigned PPE, summarized medical/fitness history, recall
status, emergency contact(s), and insurance information.
Changes and updates are maintained as part of the record and
displayed in a summary grid permitting easy access to historical
information. Attachment of digital files of any kind permits an
all-inclusive record.

Community Safety
ADSi’s Community Safety module documents activities related to community safety events or programs
such as“Learn Not to Burn”presentations, bike safety rodeos, child car-seat distributions, or drowning
prevention classes. Easily track the number of participants, items distributed or allotted to the public,
and resources expended. Contact information and future event scheduling features enhance the
functionality of the module.

Extraordinary Resources
Manage and maintain records related to current resources and special skills within your local
community that are available on short notice. Vendors often make their resources (lumber, heavy
equipment, etc.) available for emergency needs. The Extraordinary Resources module enables you to
find them when you need them…when seconds count. Contact and vendor information can be used for
scheduled update requests or electronic “mail-outs” to ensure continued availability of resources.

Other ADSi Software & Services
ADSi offers CADForce for dispatch operations (Fire, LE, EMS), designed to help coordinate field personnel and manage resources. ADSi understands
that with CAD, “downtime is not an option,” so CADForce is designed for maximum uptime and dependability.
DataForce Web LE, ADSi’s state-of-the-art Law Enforcement Records Management System, continues to provide all the functions you might expect
from an electronic “filing cabinet,” such as secure and dependable record storage and retrieval, enhancing your agencies effectiveness in the court
room. However, ADSi has raised the bar in records management, creating software that not only helps you to prosecute crimes – but can help you solve
them, too! Utilizing the latest in programming technology, DataForce delivers investigative power to your agency like never before. The DataForce
Search global search engine is included as a vital piece of all DataForce Web modules – and“Web”means you can access the system from anywhere in
the world via a secure high-speed internet connection.
ADSi also offers municipal court software, mug-shot imaging, CAD & records mapping, crime scene photo management, electronic crime scene
diagramming, mobile data applications, bar coding for property & evidence and inventory modules, and more.
When you’re ready to upgrade or purchase new software, why not consider a company that has been faithfully serving public safety professionals
like you for more than 26 years – under the same name, the same ownership, and the same management – A company with a proven track record…
one that delivers software on-time and within your budget. That company is ADSi – specialists in public safety software since 1981…and still the
right choice.

History of ADSi
Since 1981, ADSi has supplied public safety departments with effective and dependable software tools. In fact, ADSi has installed software in more
than 100 agencies all across the Unites States at the City, County, State, and Federal government levels.
The secret to our success is no secret at all: First, we offer great software at a fair price. Second, we support our customers every step of the way
(some ADSi customers have been with us since the early 1980’s because of our dedicated and professional service). Third, we listen to our customers
– as a customer, you tell us what you need your software to do, and we continually strive to improve the software to exceed your expectations.
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